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Digesta entering the duodenum of rumi-
nants is composed of material of feed, micro-
bial and endogenous origin. The contribution
of any one component can be estimated by
marker dilution by measuring the concentra-
tion in whole digesta of a marker which is spe-
cific to, and of known concentration in, the
component. The purpose of the present study
was the comparison of four markers (diamino-
pimelic acid (DAPA), ribonucleic acid (RNA),
35S and t5N) and the amino acid profile
method (Evans et al., 1975) for estimating
microbial amino acid flow to the duodenum of

sheep fed grass silage or dried grass.
Suffolk x Halfbred wethers, 2-3 years old,

and fitted with a rumen cannula and re-entrant
cannulae in the proximal duodenum and distal
ileum, were used. The diets (600 g DM/d)
were given continuously and ruthenium phe-
nanthroline (7 mg Ru/sheep per d) was infu-
sed into the rumen for 6 d and Na2 2 35 SO and
(15NH3) 2S04 for 36 h prior to making collec-
tions of duodenal digesta, and taking samples
of rumen digesta from each animal for the pre-
paration of a microbial sample. The duodenal
digesta and microbial samples were analysed
for amino acids, DAPA, RNA, 35S-methionine
specific activity and 15N enrichment. The pro-
portion of microbial amino acids in duodenal
digesta was determined and was used, in con-
junction with total amino acid flow to the duo-
denum (based on 100% recovery of Ru), to
calculate microbial amino acid flow. The
results are given in table 1.

Although total amino acid flow to the duo-
denum was higher on dried grass (79.1 g/d)
than on silage (65.0 g/d), microbial amino acid
flow as estimated by any one method was
similar for both diets. However, there were
considerable differences between methods ;
RNA gave higher microbial amino acid flow
than DAPA, !SN, 35g and the amino acid pro-
file. The results obtained with the amino acid

profile method were very low and the reliability
of this method is questionable when forage
diets are fed, because of the similar amino acid
composition of the feed, microbes and resul-
tant duodenal digesta. The RNA method is

dependent on the complete degradation of
feed RNA in the rumen, and the high microbial
amino acid flows (on the silage it was higher
than the total amino acid flow) given by this
method suggest that feed RNA does escape
rumen degradation. The higher results obtai-
ned using the DAPA method as compared to
the two isotope methods was unexpected
since DAPA is specific to bacteria and would
not therefore take into account the contribu-
tion of the protozoa to duodenal microbial pro-
tein. However, if bacterial turnover in the
rumen involved preferential degradation of cell
contents (DAPA being present in cell walls), it
is possible that DAPA could over-estimate
microbial amino acid flow. The two isotope
markers are not without criticism since they
suffer from the limitation, as do the other
methods, that the rumen microbial sample,
apart from the possibility of contamination



with feed particles, is unlikely to be represen-
tative of the microbial population which pas-
ses out of the rumen. This is particularly
important if protozoa contribute significantly
to microbial flow at the duodenum. The micro-
bial sample is prepared by differential centrifu-
gation and is essentially free of protozoa
which are likely to have a lower methionine
specific activity or !5N enrichment than bacte-
ria due to the utilization of preformed feed
amino acids.

The results support the view that the consi-
derable variation in the energetic efficiency of

microbial protein synthesis in the rumen (g
microbial protein/kg organic matter appa-
rently digested) reported in the literature may,
to a large extent, be a consequence of techni-
ques used. The question as to the most suita-
ble method of measuring microbial flow to the
duodenum remains unanswered although the
use of isotope markers would seem to be less
subject to criticism than other methods. Of the
two isotopes used in the present study the
coefficient of variation associated with the !5N
method was lower than with the 35S method.
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